This paper presents an analysis of natural vibrations of typical façade scaffolding. Three Finite Element Method models with different levels of accuracy of the real structure of the scaffolding representation were used. Modal analysis was carried out for each of these models. The obtained frequencies and mode shapes were compared with the results from the measurements performed on the full-scale scaffolding. The authors of the paper point out the difficulties arise while modelling such structures, and suggest ways to improve the accuracy of scaffolding computational models.
INTRODUCTION
Scaffolding is a temporary structure used during the erection of buildings and bridges as well as during finishing works, maintenance, and repairs. It allows building crew to work at height on a structure. Due to their temporary nature, scaffoldings are often treated in a superficial manner.
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There are few references in literature regarding vibrations of scaffoldings. De Brito [4] have investigated a temporary steel grandstand built with the use of scaffolding elements. He measured vibrations on a real-life structure and on this basis have refined the previously-prepared FEM models [5] . Most papers concerning scaffoldings are listed in Beale's [1] vast review. It presents research from the last 40 years, listing, among others, analyses of modular scaffolding by PieĔko [9] , stability analysis by Chan [6] and Liu [8] , and work on imperfections and stiffness of joints by Chandrangsu [7] . Papers on façade scaffoldings are less common. More recently Błazik-Borowa published a piece [2] about imperfections in façade scaffoldings and hazardous incidents related to scaffoldings [3] .
This paper deals with the natural vibrations of scaffoldings and is based on a single exemplary
scaffolding. An in-situ experiment concerning measurements of accelerations was carried out on the full-scale façade scaffolding. Additionally, three Finite Element Method models of different accuracies were created and then used to perform modal analyses. Frequencies and mode shapes obtained from the full-scale measurements and computational analyses were compared in order to verify the utilized FEM models.
DESCRIPTION OF THE ANALYSED SCAFFOLDING
The subject of the analysis was a façade scaffolding erected next to a new office building located at Mangalia Street in Warsaw (Fig. 1) . The scaffolding was mounted using the Altrad-Mostostal PLUS Façade Scaffolding System made of steel prefabricated elements. The main load-bearing element of this system is a closed steel frame. The frame stands are made of pipes. The upper u-section transom welded to the frame enables the installation of steel and aluminium decks. The frame has railing couplings with wedges for the installation of safety railings. Frame rigidity is assured by gusset plates in both upper corners. . The vertical stiffness of the scaffolding was assured by diagonal braces. There was no mesh clad on the structure during measurements.
IN-SITU MEASUREMENTS

MEASUREMENT SET UP
The measurements of the full-scale scaffolding were performed to determine the natural frequencies and mode shapes of the structure. A Brüel & Kjaer Pulse 3053-B-12 analyser connected to a laptop and a set of four accelerometers were used to measure accelerations of the scaffolding. The sensors were attached to frameworks below the highest level of decks. Two triaxial piezoelectric accelerometers 4506B-003 were mounted to the outside gusset plates of frames at both ends of the mentioned deck levels (1xyz, 3xyz), whereas two uniaxial accelerometers 4508 were installed at the stand in the middle of the structure (2xy), as shown schematically in Fig. 2 . 
ANALYSIS OF IN-SITU MEASUREMENT DATA
Based on the data gathered from the in-situ measurements, the registered accelerations which were used in frequency analyses were made by using HBM Catman 6.0. In FFT analysis, only the part of the waveform which disappeared after excitation was used. The excited mode shape and the related natural frequency were identified based on the power spectral density function. 
FINITE ELEMENT METHOD MODELS
The aim of this study was to create and verify a Finite Element Method (FEM) model which could be used to simulate the behaviour of real scaffoldings with high accuracy. A model which would be used in future analyses should reflect the behaviours of a real structure as closely as possible, and
should not consume too much time and computing power.
Three FEM models of different refinement were prepared in Autodesk Simulation Multiphysics 2013.
In all three models, general data of material properties and geometrical characteristics of scaffolding elements were taken according to the Altrad-Mostostal catalogues [12] . In the first, preliminary model (M1), a simplified geometry of frames and simplified location of brace ends were assumed. The steel decks were modelled as the truss elements with the respective horizontal stiffness in both directions as in a real deck [10] . The dimensions of the structure were set according to rough in-situ measurements and modular dimensions of scaffolding elements obtained from the producer. The second model (M2) was also made according to modular dimensions, but the frame geometry was the reflection of the real framework, with the correct positioning of the upper u-section and lower transom. Moreover, elements such as gusset plates, railing wedges, and studs welded to the frame were also included as an additional weight in the frame by adjusting its mass density. Positions of brace joints were also improved. Decks were modelled as plate elements with transoms and ledgers with mounting hooks so they could reflect the real decks as close as possible, with low computational effort at the same time [11] . The weight and the stiffness of the decks were also adjusted. The third model (M3) differed from the second only by an introduction of more precise geometry of the whole scaffolding. The dimensions and positioning of all scaffolding elements were set according to geodetic data obtained from the in-situ measurements. The total station was used to measure the position of scaffolding stands (of each stand of frame) in three directions using magnetic surveying points placed 30 cm below each scaffolding node (vertical connection of stands). Local deflections and damage of stand's pipes were not included in any models.
The distribution of anchors and other supports for all three models was set according to the inventory drawing of the full-scale scaffolding, as shown in In all three models, all elements, except decks, were modelled as beams. In the M2 and M3 models decks were represented by beams and plates, while in the M1 model they were made of truss elements.
Connections were set as rigid between every base jack and frame stand, frame stand and frame stand, u-transom and frame stand, anchor coupling with hook and frame stand. Hinges were set between every: angle brace and frame stand, anchor coupling with hook and anchor eye bolt, railing and frame stand, deck hooks and u-transom, toe-boards and frame stand. Clearance in connections between elements was not modelled.
The following boundary conditions were used in the calculations: no translation in x, y, and z directions for the simulation of base jacks placed on the base plates, and fixed support at the end of the anchor eye bolt. A 3-D model of the scaffolding is presented in Fig. 6 . To provide initial verification of the models, static analysis was carried out for each scaffolding model. The models were loaded with the dead-weight only. The obtained maximum displacements were very similar in each of the cases. The differences were very small, not exceeding 3.5%. The data describing in detail the three FEM models is presented in Tab. 1. 
COMPUTATIONAL MODAL ANALYSES
The Hz shows global deflection of the highest decks and frames level at the unconstrained part (Tab. 2).
Nevertheless, the deflections shown in Table 2 are not in the same phase, they represent the same mode shapes. 
CONCLUSIONS
Even though scaffoldings are of a temporary nature it does not mean that they can be neglected in the design process. They can often be structures of high complexity, which makes them quite hard to model.
The accuracy of static analysis of scaffolding structures is usually not at risk, provided careful assembly at the construction site and making sure no discrepancies occur between the physical structure and its project. Many scaffoldings are put together in a chaotic manner, and their geometry often differs from that which was previously designed. For example, ground deformability can have significant impact on scaffold geometry. Uneven subsidence could have a decisive influence on the distribution of forces in the elements of the scaffold.
Careful inventory of the scaffolding with an indication of anchoring points and a detailed description of the state of elements being used, including surveying, allow us to build a computer model of scaffolding which closely corresponds to the actual structure. Static analysis of such a structure is usually quite easy, and even the simplest model can adequately reproduce results from a real structure.
It can be problematic when it comes to modal analysis and other dynamic analyses. It is particularly difficult to model clearances in the connections between the elements, which cannot be eliminated in a structure of this type, i.e. a temporary scaffold which is repeatedly mounted and dismounted. The structure is assumed to be elastic, though, in fact, due to the clearance in connections, it is not. The lower value of the frequency obtained from in-situ experiments indicates lower stiffness of the scaffolding structure caused, among others, by clearances.
Despite assumption of full elasticity and omitting clearances in connections, a simplified FEM model of the scaffolding was created in accordance with the project, allowing us to carry out modal analysis.
The results and their comparison with the in-situ measurements indicate that it is indeed a model allowing for a preliminary assessment of dynamic scaffolding characteristics. Further research, which will be focused on obtaining a better accuracy of the computer model, will require taking into account the issues raised above. 
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STRESZCZENIE:
Rusztowania budowlane to konstrukcje tymczasowe wykorzystywane w trakcie wznoszenia obiektów budowlanych, a takĪe podczas prac wykoĔczeniowych. Z uwagi na ich tymczasowy charakter, są one czĊsto traktowane w sposób Szczegółowa inwentaryzacja elementów rusztowania ze wskazaniem punktów kotwienia i dokładnym opisem wykorzystanych elementów oraz z uwzglĊdnieniem pomiarów geodezyjnych, pozwala na budowĊ modelu komputerowego rusztowania, który w znacznym stopniu odpowiada rzeczywistej konstrukcji.
Problematyczna staje siĊ natomiast analiza modalna i inne analizy dynamiczne. Szczególnie trudne do zamodelowania są luzy wystĊpujące w połączeniach miĊdzy elementami konstrukcji, niemoĪliwe do wyeliminowania w konstrukcji tego typu. Konstrukcja, która w załoĪeniu jest sprĊĪysta, w rzeczywistoĞci taką nie jest. Pomimo załoĪenia w niniejszej pracy pełnej sprĊĪystoĞci i przy pominiĊciu luzów w połączeniach, stworzony został uproszczony model MES rusztowania, zgodny z projektem, który pozwolił na przeprowadzenie analizy modalnej. Uzyskane rezultaty i ich porównanie z wynikami badaĔ wskazują, Īe jest to model pozwalający na wstĊpną ocenĊ charakterystyk dynamicznych. Dalsze prace, które bĊdą miały na celu przybliĪenie modelu komputerowego do rzeczywistoĞci, wymagaü bĊdą uwzglĊdnienia w analizach powyĪej poruszonych problemów.
